Complete the conversations with prefer(s), like(s) or would rather. Don’t add any extra words.

1. Ali: I _________ hot weather better than cold weather.

2. Natasha: Really? I _________ cold to hot!

3. Ozlem: Why isn’t your cousin coming to the movie?

4. Edna: She ____________ stay home and read than go out on a Saturday night.

5. Ozlem: Wow. I’m the opposite! I ____________ going out to staying home.

6. Carlos: Does Amy _______________ soccer to basketball?

7. Mila: No. I think she ______________ basketball better than soccer.

8. Carlos: Then why didn’t she go with us to the game yesterday?

9. Mila: Because she ________________ watch sports on TV than go to a game.

10. Efkan: Do you want to go out for pizza for dinner?

11. Shuo: That would be okay, but actually I ____________ Chinese food to pizza.

12. Efkan: Really? I _________ pizza better than Chinese food. What should we do?

13. Shuo: Let’s go to the Cheesecake Factory instead.

14. Elena: Our teacher gave us a choice about our projects. Why?

15. Vincent: Some people ______________ work in a group than work alone.

16. Elena: Are you sure? I think everybody ______________ working in groups better. It’s more fun.

17. Vincent: No, some people work better alone.
**Prefer**

*Example #1:* I prefer apples to oranges.

What word is between apples and oranges? _______________

What part of speech are apples and oranges? _______________

*Rule #1:* prefer + _________ + to + __________ (write the part of speech)

*Example #2:* I prefer watching TV to studying.

What word is between watching TV and studying? ___________

What are the last three letters of the verbs watching and studying? ___________

*Rule #2:* prefer + ___________________ + to + ___________________

**Like**

*Example #1:* I like apples better than oranges.

What words are between apples and oranges? _______________

What part of speech are apples and oranges? _______________

*Rule #1:* like + _________ + better than + __________ (write the part of speech)

*Example #2:* I like watching TV better than studying.

What words are between watching TV and studying? ___________

What are the last three letters of the verbs watching and studying? ___________

*Rule #2:* like + ___________________ + better than + _______________
Would Rather

Example #1: Ann would rather have an apple than an orange.

What word is after would rather? _______________________

What part of speech is it? What form? ___________________

Rule #1: would rather + ____________________ (write the part of speech)

Example #2: I would rather visit a big city than live there.

What word is after rather? _____________________________

What part of speech is it? What form? ___________________

What word is after than? _____________________________

What part of speech is it? What form? ___________________

Rule #2: would rather + ________________ than + ________________